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Important Notice: Vic-Wells Association AGM - 19 November 2018
This year, The Vic-Wells Association is 95 years old. It was founded by Lilian Baylis in 1923, and in 2023 will reach its
hundredth year of existence. However, to survive, organizations need to evolve, and although the original purpose of
the association, the support of the Old Vic and Sadler’s Wells Theatres, remains, the situation today differs markedly
from that of 1923, when “Miss Baylis” managed both theatres. The membership need to consider how Vic-Wells should
develop and progress over the next five years. 

Another important event is that our very long serving Chairman, James Ranger, will be stepping down at the AGM. We
need a new Chairman and other new committee members (see page 3) to take us through to 2023. These matters will
be a major subject for discussion at the AGM, to be held on Monday November 19th at 7pm, in the First Circle Bar at
the Old Vic Theatre. Tea and coffee will be available from 6.30pm.

        President:     Vice President:
     Nickolas Grace   Wayne Sleep OBENo. 504 - October 2018

Christmas cards are now in the shops and, no doubt, nativity plays are being planned

so it’s a good moment to acknowledge the part played by the Old Vic in the

development of that great British institution, The Nativity Play. Because at the

beginning of the twentieth century in Britain you had to go abroad to see a nativity play.

And that is what Lilian Baylis did. In 1900, Baylis went on a holiday to Germany visiting

the Rhine and Oberammergau with its famous Passion Play in its brand new theatre.

Baylis was also a good friend of the now mostly forgotten but extraordinary

controversialist, the Reverend Stewart Headlam, who founded the Church and Stage

Guild in 1879. Headlam fought hard to improve attitudes towards theatre, and

performers at a time when theatres were banned from staging biblical narratives, or

even examining religious themes. In the UK at the time requests to the censor, the

Lord Chamberlain, for permission to stage re-enactments of Biblical stories – whether

made by theatre makers or vicars – were always refused, and even staging decorous

tableaux accompanied by a gospel reading was a risky enterprise.

Then in 1901 William Poel, who had worked at the Vic during 1881-83 under Emma Cons, staged the first modern stage

production of the Mediaeval Christian morality play Everyman at the Charterhouse in London. Working with a soon-to-be Old

Vic stalwart, director and actor, Philip Ben Greet, Poel then toured Everyman throughout Britain, and across the States,

including Broadway. Greet also began staging something called The Star of Bethlehem, a collage of sections from several

Mediaeval Mystery plays featuring the nativity. Greet requested Charles Mills Gayley, a literature professor at the University

of California at Berkeley, to put the text together and Greet staged the play in the US, where no one was bothered about the

Lord Chamberlain. And when Greet moved to the Old Vic during the First World War, Baylis seized her opportunity to bring

church and stage together on a much firmer footing: Everyman was staged every Tuesday in Lent for 14 years; in 1916 Baylis

began producing a dramatised version of Mendelssohn’s Elijah on Sundays for charity; she also began staging ancient nativity

plays – such as the Coventry Nativity Play and the Chester Nativity Play – new nativities, such as Cicely Hamilton’s modern

nativity The Child in Flanders (1925), in addition to the collaged Star of Bethlehem.

Given the residual nervousness in Britain over whether having actors represent the Holy Family was spiritually uplifting or

blasphemous, Baylis’s regular programming of Everyman, Elijah and the diverse nativity plays, really helped to build up a

sense of familiarity, normalcy and, eventually, tradition, which at the time was quite revolutionary in Britain. So next time you

watch Michael Crawford as Frank Spencer in Some Mothers Do ’Ave ’Em stuck on the church roof, dressed as the Angel

Gabriel, in the most priceless nativity play ever, remember that Lilian Baylis and the Old Vic helped get him there!



Robert Helpmann at an informal event in Melbourne, undated
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Robert Helpmann: the Many Faces of a Theatrical Dynamo
Richard Cave announces the publication by Dance Books of a book on Robert Helpmann

The book is to be launched at The Royal Ballet School on 17th October 2018

Dancer, actor in theatre, film and television,

choreographer for stage and film, revue artist, director

of ballet, opera, drama, pantomime, musicals, comedy:

Robert Helpmann (1909-1986) exuberantly realised a

career that encompassed a phenomenal range. In ballet

and dance he grew beyond his early years as Ninette de

Valois’ protégé within the Vic-Wells Ballet in the 1930s,

to become premier danseur with the Company in the

1940s, guest artist with The Royal Ballet in the 1950s

and 1960s, and finally director of Australian Ballet. In

drama he acted with the Old Vic and the Shakespeare

Memorial Theatre, collaborated frequently with his

partner, Michael Benthall, with Sir Laurence Olivier and

Vivien Leigh, and with Katharine Hepburn. In film his

many performances brought him international celebrity,

particularly in The Red Shoes, The Tales of Hoffmann

and as the demonic Child-Catcher in Chitty, Chitty, Bang

Bang. Helpmann’s creative stamina was legendary. His

personality embraced enigmas, complexities, a delight

in continuous shape-changing and role-play (he was a

master of stage-makeup and its transformative powers);

but these qualities accompanied a profound,

whole-hearted and life-long commitment to all that we

understand by the ‘theatre’. He was an inspiration for

countless younger dancers and performers, having a gift

for friendship and support: Dame Margot Fonteyn and

Dame Beryl Grey found him a considerate, witty and

kind partner, effacing himself readily to support their

artistry.

Clearly no one writer could do full justice to all the

manifestations of Helpmann’s genius. This was the reason for drawing on the many specialists and one-time colleagues

whose essays and reminiscences make up this publication. But, as it is over thirty years since Helpmann’s death and few

are alive who experienced his early triumphs, the writers’ verbal evocations of his theatrical persona are supported by over

seventy photographs covering his professional life, many not reproduced before. To supplement these, a DVD offers filmed

material of archival value and engages with the challenges facing attempts to revive Helpmann’s choreographies today. The

editors and contributors have used the sources that are still available to us in the hope that, by bringing them together and

offering a fresh interpretation of their significance, they may create a new resource that will place Robert Helpmann securely

in future histories of ballet, cinema and theatre, both national and international. To that end, this publication offers both

a critique and a homage. 

Robert Helpmann: the Many Faces of a Theatrical Dynamo will be launched at The Royal Ballet Upper School, 46 Floral

Street, Covent Garden WC2E 9DA, on Wednesday 17 October, 6 - 8pm. The evening will begin promptly with a short talk by

the book’s editors, Richard Allen Cave, Professor Emeritus in Drama and Theatre Arts at Royal Holloway, University of

London, and Anna Meadmore, Manager of Special Collections at The Royal Ballet School. This will be followed by the

premiere of a new 35-minute documentary film by Michael Byrne, featuring Dame Gillian Lynne, Pauline Clayden, Julia

Farron, Jean Bedells and Henry Danton. The film records David Drew’s project (2011-14) to recreate Helpmann’s 1944

dramatic ballet, Miracle in the Gorbals. All are very welcome to attend, free of charge. The book will be on sale at £20 (cash

or cheques only).

To help assess numbers, please call Anna Meadmore on 020 8392 8455 to register your interest in attending the event.
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Inside the Vic-Wells - News and Views
Send your news, views and comments to the Broadsheet Editor vwbroadsheet@hotmail.co.uk

Ian McKellen’s - attendance at one of our Vic-Well’s parties is remembered by our Chairman,
Jim Ranger. “What a trouper!” says James. “He turned up dressed as Widow Twankey as he
was in the pantomime at the Old Vic”. James Ranger thoroughly recommends Ian McKellen’s
sell out “extraordinary moving portrayal” of King Lear at the Duke of York’s Theatre. King Lear
will be also be broadcast live at the Gate cinema in Notting Hill, London, on 16th October.

Nickolas Grace - Vic-Wells President, was part of Summer in the City Concerts performing
Holst’s The Planets interspersed with First World War Poetry at St Bartholomew’s Church, to be
performed again at RIBA Theatre in Portland Place on 25th October 2018. Ever busy Nickolas
also performed at the annual E.F. Benson Tilling Festival in Rye in September. Currently
Nickolas Grace is filming a role in the second series of Killing Eve. The first series begins on
BBC1 in October.

Putney Arts Theatre - will be performing Macbeth from 6th to 11th November 2018. Set
against the backdrop of World War One, this new production is to be staged exactly 100 years
to the week since World War One’s eleventh hour ceasefire. VWs member Bill Boyd has been
cast as the porter in this production. “At the age of 72”, says Bill,” this will be my debut in a
Shakespeare play!”

James Ranger - our VWs Chairman, is sadly stepping down from this post at the next AGM, to
be held on 19 November. This is a great set back for the Vic-Wells Association as James has
provided stable leadership of our organisation for many years and his loss will be sorely felt. In
the next issue of the Broadsheet we will be looking at James’ time with the us.

Urgent help is now needed - given the imminent departure of James Ranger - for new people to
be recruited on to our committee. We will need to elect a new Chairman and an additional
committee member and for some years now we have had no Social Secretary to organise group
visits. Without your help we cannot drive forward the ideas we have for the future of the
Association so please get in touch with Richard Reavill to offer your services in any capacity.
vic.wells.assn@gmail.com

Sincere thanks - to those Life Members who kindly sent a donation in response to the appeal in
our last issue.  Thank you too to the majority of Annual Members who have renewed their
subscriptions promptly.  There are still a number outstanding of unpaid subscribers - you know
who you are! We would remind you that if you fail to renew you will miss out on our excellent
parties for Twelfth Night and Shakespeare’s Birthday, not to mention our next Broadsheet.

Sally Field - the Oscar-winning US actor will appear alongside Bill Pullman, Jenna Coleman and
Colin Morgan in the Arthur Miller play All My Sons at the Old Vic in April 2019. The play directed
by Jeremy Herrin will be Jenna Coleman’s stage debut. Matthew Warchus, Old Vic Artistic
Director commented, “I predict that All My Sons will be an unforgettable production of a true
twentieth century masterpiece”.

Also on at the Old Vic - prior to All My Sons is another Arthur Miller play The American Clock (4
February - 30 March 2019). And a new play A Very Expensive Poison based on the book by
Luke Harding, adapted by Lucy Prebble, will run at the Old Vic (dates to be announced). The
play deals with the shadowy world of international espionage and the killing of Alexander
Litvinenko. “This is a story of our time”, says Lucy, “It has to feel like life now. Because the
reality is too unreal”.
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NDT in León and Lightfoot's Woke up Blind Photo: Rahi Rezvani

A Triptych of Triple Bills (Episodes Two and Three!)
Reviewed by Richard Reavill

What does it all mean? 
Who knows? 
Who cares?

There is a problem with writing about three triple bills performed by three different companies in the mid-summer, and
spreading them over three editions of The Broadsheet. The third episode could be published some six months after the
performances, which would be long forgotten by the audiences, possibly even by the writer. So episodes two and three are
presented here as a job-lot. Three for the price of two, provided you have paid your annual subscription.

The Semperoper Ballett from Dresden, making their debut at Sadler’s Wells, presented an “All Forsythe” programme. Kicking
off with a piece familiar to London audiences, In the Middle, Somewhat Elevated, was rather daring. London has seen this
work danced rather well by other companies. The Dresden company dance it brilliantly. They inhabit the Forsythe style
completely, and dance the material with tremendous attack. Though the music (Thom Willems) always reminds me of a
vacation job I did as a student, (adjacent to a depot where empty gas cylinders were noisily unloaded with many clangs and
bangs), it works well.

Neue Suite is something of a Forsythe taster menu: eight short pas-de-deux to music by Bach, Berio and Handel.  Mostly
culled from earlier works Forsythe made for his own company, each piece is danced by a different couple. The dance is
classical or neo-classical, with some natural gestures. The steps closely reflected the mood of the music, as though each
pair were demonstrating the feelings the music generated for them.

The final work, Enemy in the Figure, is more challenging, both for the dancers
and the audience. It is illusive, structureless, sporadic, frantic, confusing, and
occasionally downright weird.  The score is again by Thom Willems, the set a
single curved wall across the middle of the stage, and much of the lighting is
provided by an on-stage lamp moved about by the dancers. Individuals dance,
duos come together and break-up, larger groups form and quickly disperse. Some movement is hidden behind the screen.
Strange additions are made to the dancers’ plain leotards. What does it all mean? Who knows? With this level of exciting
athleticism, who cares?

Another problem with the triptych is the discovery that one of the triple bills contains four items. A quadruple bill? No, since
two of the shorter items are put together, punctuated by a “pause” rather than an interval. Therefore, the performance
conforms to Craig Dodd’s definition of a triple bill “Three short ballets with two long intervals”. This definition, (from “Bluff
your way in Ballet”), referred to the phenomenon as performed by the Royal Ballet, who are perhaps more in need of time
to sell overpriced food in the intervals at Covent Garden than is the case at the Wells, where the intervals are of reasonable
length. Of course, two ballets plus two half-ballets equal three, and the two intervals are in place. I rest my case, so on to
the performance by Nederland Dans Theater 1.

The “bread” on each side of the double-layer filling of the sandwich was provided by two works by the resident
director/choreographer combo, Paul Lightfoot and Sol Leon. The first item was Shoot the Moon, to a piano concerto by Philip
Glass. The revolving set has three inter-connected rooms with striking wall-paper through which three couples pass. Others
are observed through a window. As the rooms change, so do the relationships of the dancers. The choreography mixes
classical steps with naturalistic gestures, and the emotions projected are intense.

Stop-Motion, also by Lightfoot and Leon, ended the evening. The choreography was somewhat similar in style to their earlier
work but it was an abstract piece to rather sad music by Max Richter. It portrays the passing of time and the changing of
relationships. The initial group of dancers breaks-up and smaller groups form. A woman dancer dons a coat with a long train,
and her moves are recorded by the position of the train. Large screens show delayed action projections which again add
to the mixture of time current and past, and possibly future. A male dancer joins and departs from relationships with others,
and in a solo kicks white powder into the air. This work contains so many ideas, I would need to see it at least twice more
at least to fully comprehend it.

The meat in the sandwich is the two shorter works set centrally in the
programme. Woke up Blind was choreographed by Marco Goecke to
two contrasting songs by Jeff Buckley. The work tends to be a contest
between the dance and the music. A pause for reflection, and then
comes the evening’s most remarkable work, Crystal Pite’s The
Statement. This could be a danced one-act play, with the four
characters fighting for control around a board-room table, and trying
to avoid responsibility for actions concerning a war in a distant
country. It has bullet-point elements of dialogue, and the dance has
strong resonance with current world events. It was riveting, and
perhaps the most original dance work for many years.

So, as ever, NDT1 shows its strength in innovative contemporary
dance. Semperoper Ballett displays its great strength and affinity to
the works of William Forsythe. I hope both companies will return to
Sadler’s Wells next year to show us more of their repertory.
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Pure Dance –Natalia Osipova
Richard Reavill reviews Natalia Osipova’s recent performance at the Sadler’s Wells

“She avoided the usual bad
habit of Russian dancers of

milking the applause”

Natalia Ospova and David Hallberg in The Leaves are Fading
Photo: Vanja Karas

“I would pay large sums
not to have to sit through

some ballets again”

Attendance at dance programmes focussed on, and produced by, international star dancers can be something of a lottery.
The star can display great dancing skills, but may not (perhaps yet) have developed the skills needed for artistic direction.
These require the ability to move to the perspective of the audience, rather than remain with the dancer on stage with his
or her wish-list. The problem has been evident for many years. In my lifetime, it started way back with Rudolf Nureyev, whose
“Nureyev and Friends”, shows were divided, (like Gaul, according to one critic), in three more or less equal parts: dancing;

curtain calls; and intervals. Osipova cannot be faulted in that respect, as there was only
one interval, short pauses while she did some quick changes, and she avoided the usual
bad habit of Russian dancers of milking the applause and extending the curtain calls.
Also, she appeared in five of the six items, so cannot be accused of leaving most of the
hack work to the “friends”. Other star dancers who have tried more recently include

Guillem; Putrov; Polunin and Zacharova, with varying degrees of success. Osipova herself stated that she had learned
lessons from her first attempt at a personal programme two years ago, (which did not find universal favour), and hoped that
more time for preparation would bring a 50% improvement.

I saw the opening night on Wednesday 12th September, and the show was fully fledged at its opening, which is not always
the case. There were six items, by six choreographers, and Osipova danced superbly in four with three partners, and gave
one solo. The show got off to a good start with the first of two classical pieces with one of her favourite partners, David
Hallberg, a pas-de-deux culled from Anthony Tudor’s The Leaves are Fading. Hallberg danced well, partnered excellently,
and is well suited to the reminiscent, nostalgic and melancholic mood of
the piece. Having attended Hallberg’s previous appearance in London,
when he had to withdraw half-way through a performance of Giselle at
Covent Garden (again with Osipova), it was good to see him back, and in
good form. The piece also posed a question: why is the work of Anthony
Tudor so neglected by the UK dance companies for which he created all
his early work? Are they still offended that he went to America, or is the
Anthony Tudor Ballet Trust unsympathetic to productions outside the USA?

The show presented the six items in a slightly different order to that
shown in the programme. The sequence was probably better as played,
but a paper slip in the programme indicating the revised running order
would have been helpful. It provides me with an excuse to comment in
random order, and move to the other classical pas-de-deux with Osipova
and Hallberg choreographed by Alexei Ratmansky to Sibelius’s Valse
Triste. Osipova is lyrical and flirtatious, Hallberg romantic and elegant, and
the piece is attractive and enjoyable.

Kim Brandstrup choreographed a solo, Absentia, to part of a Bach
Chaconne, for Hallberg, withdrawn and contemplative as he listens to the
violin solo and matches the movement to it. Excellently performed, and a
good match for the dancer. The show ended with a solo for Osipova
created by Yuka Oishi to Schubert’s Ave Maria. The programme for this
piece, which allowed Osipova to finish her show with a solo, indicated that
the approach to its creation was the personality of the dancer rather than
religious basis of the music. It made an appropriate ending to the show.

This leaves just the two more “modern dance” pieces, Flutter, by Ivan Peres to music by Nico Muhly in which Osipova danced
with Jonathan Goddard, and Six Years Later by Roy Assaf to a strange concoction of music including bits of the Moonlight
Sonata, which she danced with Jason Kittelberger. Both guys made strong contributions, particularly Goddard, but the
“fluttering” involved much running back and forth from the dark rear of the stage, and the choreography made no strong
impression. The Assaf piece was over-long, and was not quite successful in creating movement to express quite an
interesting idea, the reaction of two individuals meeting again and recalling a past event.

So, to summarise. The dancing was overall excellent, with Osipova displaying a wide range of
accomplishment. The most successful items were the two classical pieces. The modern dance
items were more mixed in quality, but those audience members (and critics) who expect
masterpieces with every item of new choreography must try to return to the real world. If

someone, commendably, commissions new work, the most they can do is to employ individuals with discernable talent, and
hope for the best. Even genius choreographers do not always produce great work. There are ballets by Ashton, Balanchine
and Macmillan I would pay large sums not to have to sit through again. The chance of finding gold with the work of new,
minor, or even middle ranking dance-makers is not great. Let us be thankful with the quality of the dancing, and that most
of the choreography was good, reasonably good, or at least interesting.
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Hamlet: A Users Guide
Christine Kendall reviews one of her favourite books - Hamlet: A Users Guide by Michael Pennington

Allelujah!
Michael Ellison reviews Alan Bennett’s play Allelujah! which has just finished a run at the Bridge Theatre

Michael Pennington is an intelligent and prolific writer as well as an experienced actor. His Hamlet: A User’s Guide (1996)
brings an actor’s close analysis to the text.

He first played the title role in 1967 when he was a student at Cambridge, but he has also played other parts, including the
bottom half of a gigantic mechanised Ghost, Patrick Magee being the top half. It was as dangerous as it sounds , and there
was nearly a nasty accident. In 1980 Pennington was Hamlet again in a production which I saw, directed by the late John
Barton for the RSC, when one newspaper described him as having the looks of Prince Charming – an early example of the
objectification of a male actor?

The book examines every moment of the action, and analyses all the characters with great insight.  Taking the reader
through the action of the play, Pennington raises certain puzzling issues that an audience probably doesn’t notice. For
instance, Hamlet says that he has been practising fencing assiduously in Laertes’ absence in Paris, but how could he have
found the time, with all his other activities? A small point, unnoticed in performance, but something to think about.

One section of the book deals with each of the characters, down to the minor ones. Along the way some questions are
raised, such as, how ghostly should the ghost of Hamlet’s father be? And how accurate is his account to Hamlet of what
has happened; he refers to adultery between Claudius and Gertrude, but is this a fact? Some of these points are a little
reminiscent of John Dover Wilson’s much earlier book What happens in Hamlet?

There are stern words for Polonius and Laertes. Polonius shows no affection towards either of his children and has no
hesitation in spying on both of them. He and Laertes are far too interested in Ophelia’s romantic life, though to describe
Laertes’ attitude as sleazy is going a bit too far, I think. In this reading, the Polonius family is dysfunctional, but I have seen
their scene played in a way that suggests a closely-knit family where there is a lot of fun and laughter.

I am not sure that I agree with the statement that it can be quite difficult to get a leading actor to play Claudius, as I can
think of several who have, but it’s an interesting idea that Claudius is perhaps self-medicating his guilt over the murder with
wine, and that he is a progressive alcoholic, not simply someone fond of drinking.

Pennington points out that Gertrude is a professional, an experienced consort, used to being in the public eye, who knows
exactly how to speak to the court, whereas Claudius, a beginner king, relies on fake bonhomie and lavish hospitality.

His account of rehearsing and performing the play in 1980 is a reminder that actors must keep themselves fit and in good
health. Admittedly, it was playing in repertoire, but even so, it sounds shattering; sometimes “the part shakes you like a rat.”

It is a stimulating and entertaining book.

Do you have a favourite book?  Send your review to the Editor at: vwbroadsheet@hotmail.co.uk

It’s not perfect Bennett but Allelujah! is a witty, moving and heartfelt lament for the NHS and a former Britain, fast receding.
Set in the geriatric ward of a local hospital that the health authorities are trying to close down, it deals with illegal
immigration, personal morals with shocking conclusions, the impossibility of meeting financial targets and the power of song
to momentarily reach formally rational minds, now lost in dementia. One problem with the play is that there are so many
characters and few of them are given enough room to develop - but all have classic Bennett jokes and puns to deliver which
they do with style and perfect timing.

There are some charming and moving musical interludes by a geriatric choir, and the second act opens with an aged troupe
of Tiller Girls which is both witty and poignant.

Patients perform individual numbers from the 1930s and 40s. One sings Vera Lynn’s Yours with a simple sincerity, sitting
shapelessly in a wheelchair before lapsing into her repetitive cry of “It’s my house” - this phase perhaps encompassing
Bennett’s feelings - that his England has been taken from him. An England, where the dignity of old age is diminished and
humanity denied to the immigrant.

If you have missed this play make a note in your diary for 1st November, when it will be screened in cinemas.
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LOV200: celebrating the 200th anniversary of London Old Vic
Professor Liz Schafer reviews the current LOV200 exhibition at the Bristol Theatre Collection (BTC)

I remember reading about 
the heartbreak behind

the cancellations

Cicely Hamilton (1872-1952) 
Actor, playwright, novelist

The Old Vic at 200
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While researching for my biography of Lilian Baylis, I nearly lived in the BTC, but since then it has become even more
absolutely the place to go to find out about Lilian Baylis, Emma Cons, the Old Vic and Sadler’s Wells.

In 2010 the extraordinary Mander and Mitchenson collection which used to reside in
Greenwich was transferred there. In the Mander and Mitchenson collection you can, for
example, look at the diary of Baylis’ mother, Liebe Cons, recording concert engagements
for the family concert band, the Gypsy Revellers. A spate of cancelled engagements drew
my attention to a note that her 7 year old son, Baylis’ brother Francis, had died.

I still remember the moment in Greenwich at the Old Naval College when I sat reading that
entry, thinking about the heartbreak behind those cancellations, with a Trinity Laban music
student trilling away beautifully in the background. Anyway the BTC is definitively the place
to go if you want to find about Baylis whether it’s her friendship with Louie Davey, what she
spent on flea powder, when she saw the Oberammergau Passion Play (1900) or what she
felt about the death of her aunt, Emma Cons.

The BTC’s current exhibition, LOV200: celebrating the 200th anniversary of London Old Vic
features prints, photographs, playbills and ephemera associated with Cons and Baylis, as
well as a fragment from the spectacular and famous ‘glass curtain’ that, in 1826, reflected
the audience back at themselves.  I still find looking at Baylis’ (admittedly iconic) horn
rimmed glasses a bit spooky but I was very pleased to see some of Cons’ artwork on
display. This amazing woman was heading for a career in applied art before diverting into
social housing and theatre management.

The LOV200 exhibition works very well alongside a smaller exhibition upstairs on Three
Women Theatre Pioneers, Cons, Baylis and Cicely Hamilton. Here the display case is
actually Baylis’ desk, with items placed on the desk top and in the drawers. As Baylis’ desk

chair is nearby, I felt very tempted to sit down and start declaring to all and sundry ‘Monday nights have got to get better’. 
And, as the Bristol Theatre Collection are running an appeal for the Oliver Messel Collection, it seems very appropriate that
Baylis, the queen of fundraisers, a woman incapable of going on stage without asking for donations, should currently be
such a presence in the building.

A set of eight Royal Mail stamps
depicting iconic performances in
the Old Vic’s history have been
issued to celebrate the theatre’s
200th anniversary. Designers Hat-
trick said the idea was to create a
“theatrical effect” across the
stamps putting the actor “front and
centre-stage”. A set of the stamps
costs £9.84 or the presentation
pack of eight (see right) with
interviews and further illustrations
is available for £10.35. 

The stamps show Richard Burton’s
Henry V (1955), Romeo and Juliet
starring John Stride and Judi Dench
(1960), Laurence Olivier in The
Dance of Death (1967), Hedda
Gabler with Maggie Smith (1970),
Ralph Richardson and John Gielgud in No Man’s Land (1975), Albert Finney’s Hamlet (1975), Sharon Benson in Carmen
Jones (1991) and King Lear starring Glenda Jackson (2016).
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COMING SOON

  Old Vic Theatre www.oldvictheatre.com
  Waterloo Road, London SE1 8NB 0844 871 7628

8 October – 10 November Wise Children
A big, bawdy tangle of theatrical joy and heartbreak, Wise
Children is a celebration of show business, family, forgiveness
and hope. Expect show girls and Shakespeare, sex and
scandal, music, mischief... mistaken identity – and butterflies...

27 November - 19 January A Christmas Carol
Matthew Warchus’ big-hearted, smash hit production of
Charles Dickens’ immortal classic A Christmas Carol returns to
The Old Vic with previews from 27 November, joyously adapted
for the stage by Jack Thorne.

The Vic-Wells Association
Founded in 1923 by Lilian Baylis CH

Chairman:
Mr. James Ranger
Cromer Cottage
Cromer
Stevenage SG2 7QA
0143 886 1318
jim@jranger.com

Secretary:
Mr. Robin Wright
2 Henry de Greys Close
Grays RM17 5GH
01375 398368
robinwright594@btinternet.com

Membership Secretary:
Professor Liz Schafer
372 Stroude Road
Virginia Water
GU25 4DB
0134 484 2836
e.schafer@rhul.ac.uk

Treasurer:
Mr. Neville C Taylor
128 Gloucester Terrace
London W2 6HP
020 7262 5898
neville.taylor@homecall.co.uk

Broadsheet Editor:
Mrs Marjory Agha
18 Pembroke Road
Kensington
London W8 6NT
0774 684 7126
marjory_agha@hotmail.co.uk

Sadler’s Wells, Rosebery Avenue, London EC1R 4TN  0844 871 0090 www.sadlerswells.com
Main Theatre Stills from Sadler’s Wells website used with permission

11 - 13 Oct Julie Cunningham / Alesandra Seutin / Botis Seva
Reckonings - Reckonings

16 - 17 Oct Dimitris Papaioannou - The Great Tamer
20 Oct China National Peking Opera Company 
22 - 24 Oct Jasmin Vardimon Company - Medusa
30 - 31 Oct Birmingham Royal Ballet - Fire and Fury
1 - 3 Nov Birmingham Royal Ballet - La Fille mal gardée
6 - 10 Nov Rambert - TWO 
13 – 17 Nov Mark Morris Dance Group / Silkroad Ensemble
23 - 25 Nov Darbar Festival
27 - 28 Nov Nitin Sawhney / Sébastien Ramirez & Honji Wang
30 Nov - 1 Dec GöteborgsOperans Danskompani, Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui

& Antony Gormley 30 Nov Icon 1 Dec Noetic
4 Dec - 27 Jan Matthew Bourne’s Swan Lake — New Adventures 
Lilian Baylis Studio
18 - 20 Oct Akram Khan Company - Chotto Desh
25 - 26 Oct Eva Recacha Aftermath
1 - 2 Nov Matthias Sperling Now That We Know
3 - 4 Nov    Ballet Cymru A Child’s Christmas & poems by Dylan Thomas
7 - 8 Nov Aakash Odedra Company #JeSuis
11 Nov Sujata Banerjee Dance Company Hemantika
15 - 17 Nov Wilkie Branson - TOM
29 - 30 Nov Mavin Khoo Man to Monk
2 - 6 Jan Sleeping Beauty — Let's All Dance
Peacock Theatre
Portugal Street, Kingsway, London WC2A 2HT
2 - 20 October Taj Express
23 Oct - 10 Nov Dein Perry’s Tap Dogs
23 Nov - 6 Jan The Snowman
29 Jan - 16 Feb German Cornejo’s Tango Fire 

MAKE A NOTE!
The Vic-Wells

annual 12th Night
Party is to be held

on Saturday,
January 5th 2019.
Further details in

our next issue.

Copy deadline for
the next issue of

 The Broadsheet is
SATURDAY,

8th DECEMBER
Items or letters
for publication

should be sent to
The Editor

 by this date.
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